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Our Goal
❏ Reduce 35% of paper usage throughout our school
❏ Inform students and teachers the impact of using paper
❏ Present easy ways to reduce paper to the school
❏ Make an impact in our community

Our Plan
1. Make charts to record our data
2. Ask students to record amount of paper over the span of 2 days
3. Collect and Calculate GHG Emissions from charts
4. Explain our project to teachers and discuss solutions to reduce paper
5. Record the data after solutions are applied
6. Collect and calculate the GHG Emissions from the charts

Our Solutions
●

Make sheets double-sided

●

Re-use sheets when possible

●

Share handouts with a partner or group

●

Use Google Classroom to upload assignments and rubrics

●

Use a whiteboard for questions so students can answer in workbooks

●

Use more textbook work instead of printing worksheets in-class

How we spread our message
● Used bulletin boards with messages on scrap paper
● Talked to classes and clubs on how we can reduce our impact
● Used our school television to explain what we’re doing to all grades
● Made announcements to our school
● Made posters for our school

Why we chose this project
We were inspired to do this Initiative because of the Australian Wildfires and the deforestation they
initiated. Trees are natural air purifiers that clean our air for us. They give us oxygen; they are essential to
our earth. We also noticed that most projects were focused on plastic or more common problems. We
asked some groups what their solutions were and they all came at the cost of our trees. Our Earth already
loses approximately 7 billion trees annually, and nobody really acknowledges this problem, so we set out to
try and decrease that number in our community.

Our Results and Emission Intake
We started out with a total of 20520 grams of paper for 2 grades in the school. We recorded how many
pages were used over the course of an average of 2 days for each student (38 pages) and multiplied that by
the number of students in the 2 grades (120 students). We came to a total of 4560 pages. We multiplied
this number by the weight of the paper (4.5 g) and came to our total of paper weight in grams(20520). We
knew this was the weight of all the paper so we then, used the calculation template to get our results.
After we informed our teachers and implemented our solutions, we had a total of 4320g of paper. Overall,
we reduced our GHG Emissions by approximately 78.94%. (3600 pages)
Emissions before: 18,629.21 gCO2eq
Emissions after: 3,921.94 gCO2eq
Total Emissions reduced: 14,707.2713 gCO3eq

Who are we?
We’re two students. We were motivated to do this, since in the recent years, we've been reminded by
activists like Greta Thunberg, David Suzuki, Autumn Peltier and many others that every little act, step by
step will make a difference to change our planet to a better place. We wanted to influence younger grades
and even teachers on how one sheet of paper can make such a great impact on the environment. We also
wanted them to realize that how many papers are really necessary and how many we actually use in only
two days. After hearing our results, teachers were not only surprised, but embarrassed at how many pages
they print and did their best to reduce that number. Even if one teacher reduced one page for a grade,
that’s saving approximately 60 pages. If every teacher saved one page, we’d save around 4200 pages in a
day! We participate in all the environmental clubs provided by our school and try to spread the message
that using trees/paper is just as bad as using plastic.

Interviews
After speaking with MP Anand and MP Damoff, we retained some very helpful information to help us
understand the government’s views on our environment. The Liberal party has promised to plant 2

billion trees across Oakville! They gave us great ideas on what we can do, as youth to help too!

COVID-19’s Impact on the Environment
COVID-19 has caused a huge shortage of basic supplies (toilet paper, paper towels,
tissues, etc.) This has impacted many companies drastically, especially logging companies
who are now logging more trees. There’s been a huge fall in trees and we need to
protect them now, more than ever. Many ecosystems are put at stake for our “needs”
while we are not thinking about our forests and wildlife. There will be a huge drop in
buying these supplies after this pandemic which is gonna impact a lot of families who
work in that business, and they won’t have a strong source of income. The government
cannot supply enough money for the amount of families affected from this shortage.
Stores can always limit the amount of products being bought but it is also your
responsibility! Please buy safely and only what is necessary to preserve our environment.
Don’t panic buy, you’re affecting workers everywhere!

Inspiring Quotes
“Time spent among trees is never time wasted.”
—Anonymous

“The Earth is a fine place and worth fighting
for.” —Ernest Hemingway

“He that plants trees loves others besides himself.”
—Thomas Fuller
“You cannot get through a single day without having an impact on
the world around you. What you do makes a difference and you have
to decide what kind of a difference you want to make.”
—Jane Goodall

“The Earth is what we all have in common” Wendell Berry

“Sadly, it's much easier to create a desert
than a forest.” - James Lovelock

“Our planet’s alarm is going off, and
it is time to wake up and take action!
“– Leonardo DiCaprio

“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s needs, but not every
man’s greed.” ― Mahatma Gandhi

What we are doing to the forests of the world is but a
mirror reflection of what we are doing to ourselves
and to one another. ― Chris Maser

We won’t have a society if we destroy
the environment. – Margaret Mead

Our Website:
We update our website monthly and post weekly blogs about the environment. We’ve had a great
response and our next step is to add a comment section so viewers can publicly ask questions. You can go
check it out and email us about any questions, concerns or ideas!
https://oakvilleclimatecha.wixsite.com/websitegreen

Thank You!
If you have any questions, you can contact us at
oakville.climate.change@gmail.com

Remember to think before you print!

